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Optimum Control of Certain Linear Systems with 
Quadratic Loss. I* 
D_~VID S. ADORNO~ 
.let Propul~zon Laboratorg, California hlstitute of Technolog~j, Pasade,~a, Cahforn~a 
The asymptotic properties of the particular class of N-stage, dis- 
crete-time, multidimensional linear control systems, subject o quad- 
ratic loss in both state and control, are investigated from the deter- 
ministie and stochastic points of view. A third point of view, the 
adaptive, will be reported on in a subsequent paper. It is shown that 
this class of control systems has an optimal policy, when optimality 
is defined as minimum of expected total quadratic toss. Expressions 
for the optimal policy, the minimum expected total loss, and the 
system-state are obtained. The asymptotic properties (as the number 
of stages increases indefinitely) are discussed. It is seen that the loss 
functional of a homogeneous deterministic system (as defined in this 
paper) always converges, and the loss functional of a stochastic 
process is asymptotic to KN (K is a known constant). 
LIST OF SYMBOLS 
D = a posit ive definite diagonal matr ix  
F (~)  = the probabi l i ty distr ibution of the random vector  ~ 
c = initial state vector  of the system 
~)~ = loss functional of a N-stage determinist ic system under optimM 
policy 
E = expectat ion  operator  
I = ident i ty  mat r ix  
K = asymptot ic  loss constant 
x~ = (xln, x2, ,  . . .  , zp,,)' a p-dimensional vector  representing the 
system state at t ime t,~ 
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tr = trace of a matrix 
A = system transformation matrix 
RN = matrix sequence characterizing the loss functionals 
sN = vector sequence characterizing the loss functionals 
TN = constants appearing in loss functionals 
SN = lOSS functional of a stochastic N-stage process under optimal 
control 
Y = [y0, Yl, " '"  , yN-1] a p X N matrix, called a policy, whose 
nth column vector is a control vector 
= E(~n)  
~,, = p-dimensional random vector representing the noise at time t. 
x = E(~ ' )  
I. INTRODUCTION 
A. PRELIMINARIES 
We consider a linear dynamical system S governed by the ordinary 
difference quation 
x .+ l  = Ax~ + y~ + .~,  x0 = c, n = 0, 1 , - - . ,N - -  1 (1) 
Equation (1) is called the standard form of S, where: 
(i) The controller is called upon to make decisions at certain instants 
of time t~. 
(ii) The state of the system at time t~ is denoted by the p-dimensional 
vector x~ : this is to mean that the system is composed of p components, 
and the state of the ith component is denoted by x,~, the ith coordinate 
of  Xn . 
(iii) A is a square matrix of order p, with finite entries, and is re- 
ferred to as the transition matrix. 
(iv) ~0, ~,  • • • , tz~_l is a sequence of identically and independentally 
distributed random vectors such that E [~n I] = x and Elan] = 
for each n. I f  a~ = ~ with probabil ity one then S is said to he determi- 
nistic; if, however, the probabil ity distribution of a~ is not degenerate 
and Lt and ~ are known to the decision maker, then the system S is said 
to be stochastic [sometimes referred to as decision making with risk, see 
Luce and Raiff~ (1957)]. 
(v) y~ is a p-dimensional vector which represents the "amount"  of 
control to be exerted at time t~. By amount of control we mean that 
y , , ,  the ith coordinate of y~, is the amount of control that will be im- 
parted to the ith component of S at time t~. The choice of y~ is up to 
the controller, and the specification of N control vectors (which may be 
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taken to be of the feedback variety) is called a policy. Our notation for 
a policy may change from time to time in this paper, especially when we 
want to demonstrate its dependence on certain parameters. A poliey 
of particular importance is our optimal policy, which will be defined 
shortly. 
(vi) c is obviously the initial position of S. 
The form of our quadratie loss function will now be made precise. 
Assume that the controller wishes the state of the system to be x~ = o 
for all n, and that departure from this state of affairs results in quadratic 
loss, x~Px,, . Moreover, assume there is an additional quadratic ost of 
control y~'Dy~ for each n, and that costs are additive, so that the ex- 
pected total cost for the N-stage decision process under policy Y is 
] SN(c, Y) = E x,Jx,~ -F ~ yn'Dy~ (2) 
n~0 
Due to linearity of the model there is no loss of generality in assuming 
that D is positive definite and diagonal. Equation (2) thus becomes our 
loss functional, and we will define a policy Y* to be an optimal policy 
if gN(c, Y*) =< g•(c, Y) for all Y in the policy space of interest. To 
simplify notation, g~v(c, Y*) will be expressed as 
sN(c) = sN(c, Y*) (3) 
B. THE PROBLEM 
The problems that will be solved in this paper are the following: 
(1) Derivation of the optimal policy Y*. 
(2) Derivation of the functional form of SN(c). 
(3) Investigation of the asymptotic behavior of S~(c) (as N ~ ~c ) 
from the deterministic and stochastic viewpoints. 
The novelty in our approach to the solutions of the above problems 
is the application of the theory of dynamic programming. 
C. DYNAMIC PROGRAMMING 
The theory of dynamic programming was developed by Bellman 
(1957a) to treat variational problems which arise in the study of multi- 
stage decision processes. The theory provides a novel and effective 
method of solving a variety of problems, some of which would ordinarily 
belong to the domain of the calculus of variations. The technique in 
the theory involves the derivation of functional equations whose solu- 
tion yields the desired solution of the variational problem. This is 
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analagous to the calculus of variations. In that theory the Euler-La- 
Grange equations are derived and solved. 
The  functional equations themselves are produced by a mathematical 
transliteration of the following principle, due to Bellman: 
"Principle of Optimality--An optimal policy has the property that, 
whatever the initial state and initial decision are, the remaining de- 
cisions must  constitute an optimal policy with respect to the state 
resulting from the first decision." 
Bel lman and I~alaba (1957b, 1958, 1959) were the first to study con- 
trol problems with the aid of this new tool--other authors are: Aoki 
(1960), Beckwith (1959), Freimer (1959, 1960, 1961), and Kramer  
(1959). 
II. THE FUNCTIONAL EQUATION AND ITS SOLUTION 
A. THE FUNCTIONAL EQUATION 
The loss functional expressed by Eq. (2) is defined over policy space 
(p-dimensional Euclidean space) and is dependent on the parameters 
A, c, N and D. For the present, let us suppress the parameters A and 
D since they will be held constant throughout our discussion. The  opti- 
mal  policy for the N-stage control process is the matrix Y*(c, N)  = 
[Yo*, yl*, "'" , y~v-1], where 
$•(c, Y*(c, N))  = SN(c) = rain SN(c, Y) (4) 
Y 
The expectation in Eq. (2) is taken with respect o the joint proba- 
bility distribution of (~0, ~1, "'" , ~-1) .  
Transliteration of Bellman's principle of optimality into our notation 
for the optimal policy yields: 
V*(c,  N)  = [y0*(c), v(x l* ,  N - 1)] (5) 
Equation (2) may now be rewritten as 
[n~O hr--i 1 SN(c) = E x*'x~* + ~ y,, Dy,~ 
= min E[c'c + y0'Dy0 + $N-~(x~, Y*(x~, N - -  1)] (6) 
[yo,Y* (x1,N--1) ] 
= min [c'c + y0'Dy0 + E$~-l(xl,  Y*(xl,  N -- 1)] 
Y0 
The expectations referred to in the above equation must be clarified. 
$~-1 is an expectation wi th  respect o the joint distribution of (-1, "'" , 
aN-~) ; however, SN-I(X~) ~L a random -x ariable because x~is a function 
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of (~0 ; thus 
E[SN-1(X1)] = / &--1(x1) dF(ao) 
The functional equation for the minimum loss is 
&Cc) = min c’c + YO’DYO -I- &=--1(~d dF(wo) 
YO s 1 (7) 
so(c) = c’c 
If ffn = p with probability one for each n,, then the functional equa- 
tion for the deterministic system obviously is 
LTJDN(c) = min [c’c + yo’Dy0 + 3Ju,-~(x~)] 
YO (8) 
Do(c) = c’c 
It should be noticed that the dynamic programming formulation 
led to a functional equation for the loss function which is independent 
of the linearity assumption. By assuming linearity we obtain explicit 
analytical results. 
The importance of this model was also demonstrated recently by 
Kalman and Bucy (1961) when they showed that the general linear 
filtering and prediction problem is dual to the problem of optimum 
control of a deterministic linear-control quadratic-loss system. 
B. THE SOLUTION 
According to Eq. (1) ~1 = AC + yo + (~0 ) and substitut,ion into Eq. 
(7) gives 
SN( c) = min c’c + yO’Dyo 
YO [ 
+ 1 Siw@c + YO + 
(9) 
c~o)‘(Ac -I- yo + ao) dF(ao) 1 
Xow consider the loss functional for a one-stage process- 
sl( c) = min c’c + y~‘Dyo 
YO [ 
+ 1 (AC -I- yo + ao)‘(Ac + YO + ao> dJ’((~o) 
1 (10) 
= min [c’(I + A’A)c + yo’(I + D)yo + 2yo’(Ac + yo) 
YO 
4 2p’Ac + tr 1;] 
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Equating the derivative of Eq. (10) to zero and solving for the root, 
we obtain 
Y0* = - ( I  + D)-I(A¢ + %,) (11) 
Thus the optimal policy for a one-stage process is given by the vector in 
Eq. (11). Notice that Y0* depends on ~ and not on ~, and that it is 
linear in c. Moreover, y0* is not a random vector; this result has already 
been shown by Simon (1956) and Theil (1957) to be characteristic of 
quadratic loss systems. In another publication we will show that if the 
system S is of the feedback variety, then y J ,  the optimal control vector 
for the nth decision stage, may be given a priori. More will be said 
about this equivalence between deterministic and stochastic systems 
later. 
To determine 8:(c) substitute y0* into Eq. (10): 
~1(c) = c'[I + A'(I + D-:)-~A]c + 2~'(I + D)-:DAc 
(12) 
+ tr ~ - -  ~'(I + D) -~ 
We may continue in this manner of calculating 8N+:(c) from $~(c). 
THEOREM 1. For all A, D, and c (as defined previously), 
$~(c) = c'R~c + 2s~'DAc + T~ (13) 
where 
RN+: ---- I -}- A'[R;: -k D-I]-:A, Ro = I 
sN+: = (D + R~)-:[Rz¢%* + A'DsN], so = 0 (14) 
TN+: = TN + t rR~ -- s~+I(D + RN)SN+I /- 2sSDA%L To -- 0 
R~ is symmetric and positive definite. Moreover, the first control vector in 
the optimal policy Y*(c, N) is 
y0*~+:(c) = --(D + R~)-~[R~(Ac + ~) + A'Ds~] (15) 
P~ooF: Proceed by induction. The theorem is true for N = 1, so 
let the induction hypothesis be that SK(c) is given by Eq. (13) for 1 
K ~ N, for some integer N. It is necessary to prove that $N+1(c) is 
also given by Eq. (13). 
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From the recurrence r lation (9) we get 
$~+1(c) = min [c'c + yo'Dyo 
Yo L 
+ f (Ac + yo +  o)' N(Ac + yo -t- ~o) dF(~) 
= rain [e'c + yo'Dy0 + (Ac + yo)'RN(Ac + Yo) + T~ (16) 
Yo 
2y'RN(Ac + ~) + tr R~ 
-4- 2s~'DA(Ac -I- yo d- V)] 
= rain [c'(I + A'RNA)c + yo'(D -~ R~)yo 
Yo 
+ 2(RNAc -F RN~ + A'Ds~)'yo -t-TN + tr R~ 
+ 2(R~-Ac ~- A'DsN)'~ -~ 2s~-'DA2c] 
This minimum occurs when 
y0,N+~( ) (D + R~)-~[R~(Ac -~ ~,) -~ A'DsN] (17) 
Substitution of Eq. (17) into Eq. (16) yields the desired results. Ro = I 
is obviously symmetric and positive definite, and only symmetric and 
positive definite preserving operations are permitted in Eq. (14). This 
completes the proof. 
For the deterministic process we set ~ = V with probability one, 
and obtain 
COROLLARY 1. 
where 
~D~(c) = c'R~c -~ 2sN'DAc -~ U~ (lSa) 
U~v+~ = U~ + 2s~/DA v -{- v'R~v -- s~+~(D -}- RN)SN+, (iSb) 
Uo = 0 
The principle of optimality gives us directly the remainder of the 
optimal policy. 
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COROLLARY 2. 
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Y*(c, N) [Y~,N(c), y~,N(), "." YN-L~( )] (19) 
C y~,N() -- y~,N_,~(xJ) 
(20) 
= --(D -5 R~-~-I)-~[RN-~-I(AXJ q- V) + A'Ds~_~_~] 
xff is the nth state vector of the system when controlled optimally 
III. ASYMPTOTIC THEORY 
In this section it will be shown that the RN and sN sequences converge 
for all A, D, andc, and that the quadratic-loss functionals (13) and (18) 
are asymptotic to KN, where K is a known constant. We shall consider 
the deterministic theory first. 
A. THE DETERMINISTIC CASE 
To isolate the RA~ sequence in the expression 
~DN(C) = c'R~c + 2s/DAc + U~ (21) 
let V = 0. Then sN = 0 and Up = 0 for all N, and 
~DN(C) ----- c'RNc (22) 
Now consider the suboptimal policy Y --- [-Ac, 0, . . .  , 0]. The loss 
for this policy is 
~D~(c, Y) = c'[I + A'(I -}- D)A]c (23) 
This implies that ~D;(c) is uniformly bounded from above and below 
0 -<_ ~N(c) < c ' [ I+A ' ( I  +D)A]c  
~DN(C) is also an increasing function of N for all c, because if Y*(c, 
N + 1) is the optimal policy for the (N + ])-stage policy, then by 
truncating it (eliminating the last control) and using the resulting 
policy Y for the N-stage system, we get the following inequalities: 
~D~(c) < ~DN(C, Y) < ~D~+~(C) (24) 
Convergence of~DN(C) for all A, D, and c is thus established. Further- 
more, R~ converges component wise. These results establish 
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THEOREM 2. For all A, D, and c 
limu~,, RN = R 
where 
R = I + A'[R -~ + D-i]-~A (25) 
There are other questions concerning Riv that are of interest, such as 
(1) what is the solution to Eq. (25)?, and (2) what is the rate of con- 
vergence of the RN sequence? In regard to the first question, Eq. (25) 
is nonlinear and its analysis will not appear in this paper. The interested 
reader may consult he author's papers (Adorno, 1960, 1961). In regard 
to the second question, the rate of convergence of the RN sequence is 
exponential (Adorno, 1961b). 
The convergence of the s~ sequence will be demonstrated for the 
scalar case only. From Eq. (14) we have 
su+l = R~tL/(D + Riv) + ADs~/(D + RN), So = 0 (26) 
Let Jiv = RN/(D + R~), Hiv = AD/ (D  + Riv), so that Eq. (26) ap- 
pears as 
s,v+l = Jivt~ + HNs~, So = 0 (27) 
with solution 
N N 
sN+l = JN~ + tL~-~ J~- I I IH~ for N _-__ 1 (28) 
Since JN --~ R / (D  + R) as N --~ ~, convergence of siv is equivalent 
to convergence of the infinite series. Rewrite 
J~- IH  H, = R.-1 I I  H, 
~'~OSV~ 
iv N 
<RE II IH I 
n~l  ~n- -1  
m--I N N N 
=RE II 'H I+RE II Ira! 
n=l  i~n- -1  n=m z=n- -1  
where m is the smallest integer for which [AD/ (D  + R) I < 1. The 
existence of such an integer is guaranteed by the fact that IAD/ (D  + 
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R~) t < 1 and [ H~+I [ < I H .  [. In the first summation 
m--I N m--lm--1 N 
H IH, I = ~ H IH~IUIH, I ~0  
n=l i :n - -1  n~l*=n- -1  ~m 
aS  N - -+ ao 
since we have a finite sum of zeros. Let us concentrate, therefore, on 
the second summation: 
N N N 
~-~.H IH~I < ~ IH~l ~-~ because ]Hn+il<:lH~l, i>0 .  
n~m i~n n~m 
N 
E IHnt  N-n = IHmlN-m + [Ym+l l  x -m-1  
n~m 
+ [ Y~+2 l~-'~-e + . . .  + IHN[ ° 
< [ H,~ (v-'~ + . . .  + IH,~t ° < [i --L H,., I]-' 
THEORmM 3. For all A, D > 0, limN-,= sN = S < ~ and 
S = R#/(D + R -- AD) (29) 
I t  was conjectured in the introduction to this section that 
~(c )  ~-- KN, where K is known. If the reader is willing to assume the 
convergence of sN (if not, treat the following as scalars) we prove 
THEORn~ 4. For all A, D, and e 
lim 1 ~)N(c) = K = 2s'DA~ + ~'Rt~ -- s'(D + R)s (30) 
PRooF: From Theorem 2 and a generalization of Theorem 3 we find 
that the asymptotic behavior of ~)N(c) depends entirely on the asymp- 
totic behavior of UN. We may write UN+I as 
hr 
UN+~ = ~ V~, where V~ = 2s, 'DAy + ~'R~y -- s'~+l(D + R~)s,~+~ 
n=0 
Since V~ is composed of a finite sum of terms which converge indi- 
vidually, V~ converges to V = 2gDA~ + t~Ry -- s'(D + R)s. A 
well known theorem in the theory of infinite series is that if a sequence 
of numbers converge, then the sequence of arithmetic means converge 
to the same limit. Applying this theorem to the sequence V, yields 
lira 1 1 
2¢->o¢ ]V~ UN+I = lim ~ V,, -- V. 
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B. THE STOCHASTIC CASE 
We proceed immediately to 
THEOREM 5. For all A, D, and c 
lira 1 $~(c) = K = tr RE -- s ' (D  + R)s  + 2s'DA~ 
PRooF: The proof is identical  to that  of theorem 4 if we let VN = 
~r R~ - s~v+l(D + R)s~+l + 2s/DA.u. 
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